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I called 2019 our year of opportunity and it
certainly ended that way. We saw the passage
of the SECURE Act and completion of the
Department of Labor’s eDelivery guidelines,
both major goals that SPARK had been spearheading
for years. 2020, however, presented us all with many
challenges. Despite these challenges SPARK and its
members rose to the occasion and accomplished
wonderful things together:
• As the pandemic unfolded, we worked closely with staff on
Capitol Hill to help craft language for the CARES Act.

2020 Statistics
12 Governing Board Members
58 Advisory Board Members
427 Overall Members
205 Government Relations Committee Members
66 Data Security Oversight Board Members
55 Privacy Committee Members
67 Senior Operations Council Members
28 Public Relations Committee Members
1553 Conference annual attendees

• With the passage of the CARES Act and the furious
implementation required SPARK kicked off a series of

• Because of the COVID Crisis we were unable to hold our

webinars and meetings to help members discuss and better

normal in person meetings. However, in planning for 2020

understand the new provisions. Without the typical guidance

SPARK had planned to partner with DCIIA to hold joint

from regulators having the industry be able to discuss and

Public Policy events. This partnership turned out to be

agree on operational approaches was critical.

fortuitous and allowed us to share a single virtual platform.

• SPARK’s Government Relations Committee (GRC) worked
overtime this past year responding to regulatory proposals on
a half a dozen issues ranging from ESGs, to Lifetime Income
Disclosures. We anticipate more activity in the new year.

Both organizations saw new and dramatically higher
participation rates for our virtual event.
• SPARK’s committees continued to produce fantastic results.
Our Data Security Oversight Board (DSOB) took on the

• Despite the new virtual environment SPARK coordinated

new challenge of addressing fraud prevention. They created

meetings with the DoL and its ERISA advisory Council on

14 industry recommendations to improve the overall security

important issues like the structure of PEPs and dealing with

of participants’ accounts. These recommendations were then

the cognitive decline of plan participants.

divided into three categories:
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1. Plan & Participant Education

benefits and how privacy legislation might have unintended

2.  Intelligence Gathering & Sharing

consequences on how these plans operate. This group was also

3.  Industry Best Practices
The Plan & Participant team held a successful Cyber Security
& Fraud Prevention webinar in October featuring staff from
the Department of Labor who outlined their upcoming cyber
security guidelines for plan sponsors.
• SPARK’s Senior Operations Council took the lead on our
deep dive discussions for the SECURE and CARES Acts.

very effective in working with federal agencies busy examining
the ramifications of privacy rules on ERISA.
So, although 2020 has been difficult it has shown us how
working together, we are able to overcome the toughest of times.
We are deeply grateful that we had you by our side and look
forward to a 2021 when the skies clear and we can all return to
a more normal world.

Their work provided valuable feedback to regulators as we all
worked thru the pandemic.
• Our SPARK Privacy Committee was instrumental in getting
California lawmakers to recognize the importance of employee

Sincerely,
Tim Rouse

